The mucosal microanatomy of the large intestine is characterized by the presence of crypts of Lieberkühn, which is associated predominantly with goblet cells. Such cellular-level intestinal microstructures undergo morphological changes during the progression of bowel diseases, such as colon cancer or ulcerative colitis. As an indicator of gastric cancers, intestinal metaplasia in the large intestine is characterized by the appearance of goblet cells in gastric epithelium, and therefore, visualization of intestinal microstructure changes in cross-sectional view, particularly in vivo, in a highspeed fashion would assist early disease diagnosis and its treatment. In this paper, we investigated the capability of micro-optical coherence tomography ðOCTÞ for highspeed cellular-level crypt and goblet cell structures imaging ex vivo and in vivo. The adopted OCT system achieved a resolution of 2.0 m in both the lateral and axial directions in air. Ex vivo and video-rate in vivo images acquired in 3-D at respective imaging rates of 20 and 60 frames/s are presented and compared with the histology images. Imaging results show that the detailed microstructures, such as the crypt lumen and the goblet cells, could be clearly identified and are also comparable with those in histology images. Such comparisons also indicate that high-resolution OCT could be a powerful tool to perform "optical biopsy" in colorectal tissue. This is the first work, to the best of our knowledge, on cellular-level structure imaging in intestinal mucosa using spectral-domain OCT.
Introduction
Cellular-/subcellular-level tissue imaging is highly desired in clinical practice, since it provides insights into the subtle morphological alternations that are critical to early disease diagnoses [1] . With the current "gold standard" morphological investigation tools, e.g., histology and excisional biopsy, however, the imaging processes are destructive, and there exist both sampling errors imposed by random biopsy and processing artifacts caused by histological section process [2] . To overcome these limitations, noninvasive optical imaging modalities that are capable of accessing the biological tissues with resolutions comparable to biopsy are highly desired.
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a noninvasive imaging tool that is capable of generating both cross-sectional and 3-D images of tissue microstructures in vivo [3] , [4] . It has not only been established as a routine tool for eye and skin disease diagnoses [5] , [6] , but has also been utilized for other human disease diagnoses, e.g., gastrointestinal cancer detection [7] ; coronary atherosclerosis detection [8] , [9] ; and airway function evaluation [10] - [14] . However, although it has been demonstrated that high-resolution OCT is capable of visualizing cellular and subcellular structures in intact ocular [15] - [17] ; coronary artery [8] , [9] ; and pulmonary tracts [10] - [14] , there has been no report on its capability in identifying the cellular-level microstructural details in intestinal tracts.
Intestinal crypts together with goblet cells are a key feature of large intestine in mucosal microanatomy. While intestinal crypt is a gland found in the intestinal epithelium lining of the small intestine and large intestine, goblet cells are modified simple columnar epithelial cells, secreting gel-forming mucins for mucous membranes protection [18] , [19] . In clinical practice, goblet cells are a requirement for the diagnosis of intestinal metaplasia in large intestine, which is a sign of premalignant stage of gastric cancer [20] . Different types of imaging tools have been utilized for intestinal tract imaging. Based on a line illumination and detection scheme, Chen et al. demonstrated a line-scanning optical coherence microscopy (OCM), and imaged the ex vivo human colon specimens at an imaging rate of 2 frames/s [21] . Aguirre et al. developed an OCM system for en face cellular resolution human tissues imaging, and also evaluated its capability as an endoscopic imaging tool for upper and lower gastrointestinal tracts imaging [22] , [23] . With those high-resolution OCM developed, both crypt structures and goblet cells were clearly visualized [21] - [23] . By comparing between the respective 3-D goblet cell imaging using one-photon and two-photon fluorescence endomicroscopy, Bao et al. showed that the latter one was advantageous for gastric cancer diagnoses [24] . Through utilizing a multiphoton microscopy (MPM) to measure and compare the population density of goblet cells among normal colon, hyperplastic polyp, and adenoma, Zhuo et al. demonstrated the potential of MPM for colonic polyps differentiation [25] . However, all the above-mentioned methods are associated with certain technical issues, e.g., suffering from limited sensitivity and scanning speed, and providing only en face images with limited penetration depth. Such issues finally hinder the clinical use of those imaging tools. As a noninvasive optical imaging tool with high speed and cross-sectional imaging features, micro-OCT ðOCTÞ is a promising alternative technology to solve these technical issues.
In this paper, we evaluated the capability of OCT for detection of crypt structures and goblet cells in normal rats' colon ex vivo and in vivo. We developed a OCT system, which achieves a resolution of 2.0 m in both axial and lateral directions, for such imaging purpose. Ex vivo 3-D images, together with real-time cross-sectional images in vivo in rat colon mucosa, were acquired. Such results were further validated as compared to their corresponding histology images. To our knowledge, it is the first demonstration of spectral-domain OCT (SD-OCT) as a tool for visualizing cellular-level microstructures of intestinal mucosa ex vivo and in vivo.
Methods

Imaging System Construction
In this study, a typical OCT system was utilized for both crypts and goblet cells imaging in rat colon, and the system schematic is depicted in Fig. 1 . A supercontinuum laser source (SC-5, Yangtze Soton Laser Co., Ltd.) with a broadband spectrum covering a wavelength range of 480 nm-2200 nm and a repetition rate of 5 MHz was employed as the light source. To make it suitable for our application, a shortpass dichroic filter (DMSP1000, Thorlabs Inc.) with a transmission band of 520 nm-985 nm was placed after the laser output. The laser power after the filter was measured to be 19.8 mW, and its spectrum received by the CCD camera is shown in Fig. 1(b) thanks to the spectral responses of both fiber coupler and diffraction grating. Such a spectrum covers all the 2048 pixels of the CCD camera. The laser output was split into two paths by a broadband 75:25 fiber coupler (TW850R3A2, Thorlabs Inc.). The beam output from the 75% port was directed to the sample arm optics, which consists of a collimation lens L3 (AC050-015-B-ML, Thorlabs Inc.), a galvo scanner (GVSM002/M, Thorlabs Inc.) as well as an objective lens L4 (M Plan Apo NIR 20×, Mitutoyo Inc.). The power illuminating on the sample was measured to be 10 mW in this study. The reference arm optics followed the same length as the sample arm, and it consists of a collimation lens L1, a UV fused silica window (#49-643, Edmund Optics Inc.) that was used for dispersion compensation purpose, as well as a focal lens L2 (identical to lens L4). The dispersion compensation method proposed in [26] was adopted in this paper.
The light backreflected from the reference arm and that backscattered from the sample arm were recombined by the fiber coupler to generate interferometric signals. Such signals were finally collected by a spectrometer, which was comprised of a collimation lens L5 (AC127-030-B-ML, Thorlabs Inc.), a diffraction grating (1200 l/mm 830 nm, Wasatch Photonics Inc.), a camera lens (Nikon AF Nikkor 85 mm f/1.8D), and a line scan CCD camera (E2 V, AViiVA EM4). The spectrometer efficiency, including the grating diffraction efficiency, sensor quantum efficiency, and camera lens efficiency, was measured to be 0.416 in our experiments. The detected signal was transferred to a computer through camera link cables and an image acquisition card (KBN-PCECL4-F, Bitflow Inc.) at 12-bit digital resolution to achieve a balance between the system scanning speed and imaging performance. In the experiments, both the camera and the galvo scanners were synchronized by a triggering signal generated by a computer.
System Performance
The magnification power of the sample arm optics was (1.5×) and therefore, the system lateral resolution was predicted to be ∼1.96 m, while with the broadband light source employed, the theoretical axial resolution was calculated to be Áz ¼ 1:73 m in air.
We verified the system transverse resolving power by imaging a 1951 USAF resolution chart. Fig. 2(a) depicts an en face image of the resolution chart, which consists of 512 Â 512 pixels, covering an imaging area of 0.26 mm Â 0.26 mm. As can be seen, the line pattern of group 7 element 6 with a line spacing of 2.19 m were clearly resolved, demonstrating that the system's lateral resolution should be finer than 2.19 m. Such measured value matches well with our predicted value. To characterize the system's axial resolution, we placed an actuated iris diaphragm (SM05D5, Thorlabs Inc.) with total attenuation of 30.3 dB into the sample arm optics, and acquired 512 A-line profiles by placing a BK7 glass surface (with an attenuation of 14 dB) at the focal plane. The measured axial point spread function (PSF) was shown in Fig. 2(b) ,
showing an axial resolution of ∼2 m in air. Since the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was measured to be 59.1 dB at a length difference of ∼80 m, the system sensitivity was estimated to be ∼103.4 dB at a path length difference of ∼80 m, and it was slightly lower than the theoretical value of 105.6 dB.
Study Design and Imaging Protocol
Imaging was conducted on freshly explanted rat colon samples. The study protocol was approved by institutional animal care and use committee (IACUC) at Nanyang Technological University [ARF-SBS/NIE-A0312]. Three rats were utilized in this study. Specifically, to avoid artifacts caused by OCT setup or histology procedure, each experiment was repeated at least three times with the same OCT setup.
For in vivo imaging, the rats were anaesthetized using Ketamine (80 mg/kg bodyweight) and Xylazine (8 mg/kg bodyweight) in the study. After confirmation of anesthesia, surgical procedure was conducted on the rats. A 2∼3 cm longitudinal incision were performed along the intestinal tract to fully expose the internal wall of colon (lumen side). Subsequently, the anaesthetized rats were mounted supine on the scanning stage for in vivo colon tissue imaging. Imaging was performed within 2∼3 min after the surgical procedure, and each image acquisition procedure took less than 2 mins for a rat.
To obtain tissue samples for ex vivo study, we sacrificed those three rats after the completion of in vivo experiments and harvested the colon tissue right after cessation of vital signs. When harvesting those tissues, we marked the region of interests (ROI) using tissue marking dye. All those marked regions were excised and then fixed using formalin for histological analysis. Those fixed sections were cut in both cross-sectional and en face directions relative to the luminal surface to allow comparison with OCT images.
Results
3-D Visualization of Colon Mucosa
Freshly excised specimens were utilized to conduct OCT imaging ex vivo within 5 mins after being excised. Each specimen was cut open longitudinally and flushed by PBS solution three times to remove the food debris and mucus. In the imaging process, a small amount of PBS solution was added onto the tissue surface to provide index matching. Ex vivo images were acquired from the luminal side at 20 frames/sec with an acquisition rate of 20, 480 A-lines/s. For the crypt lumens, it could be observed that they have very good contrast relative to the epithelium; specifically, with an increasing imaging depth, the crypt lumen structures become less clear, which is a bit different as compared to those in the histology image. Such difference mainly comes from the tissue scattering, as well as the system aberration effects. While for the goblet cells distributed around the crypt lumens, their structures could also be clearly resolved, and they appeared to be empty with the translucent mucin contained. Fig. 3(b) shows a representative cross-sectional histology of the rat colon tissue. Both crypt lumen and goblet cell structures could be appreciated by OCT with good correspondence to histology, yet it shows relatively low image penetration.
The detailed structures of both crypt lumens and individual goblet cells could be further identified within 3-D reconstructed en face images. Fig. 4(a) and (b) present en face images at imaging depth of 80 m and 120 m, respectively. Both images were acquired with a pixel sampling of 1024 Â 1024 pixels, covering an imaging area of 872 m Â 872 m. As can be seen from both images, the tissue structures, e.g., crypt lumen, goblet cells as well as the lamina propria that are around the crypt lumens, could be clearly identified. When comparing Fig. 4(a) and (b) , it is also worth noting that as the imaging depth increases, the average size of the crypt lumen diameters, indicated by the black dots marked by the red arrows, becomes smaller in the images. Fig. 4(c) shows a representative en face histology image of the colon tissue. Fig. 4(d) shows a representative 3-D view of an individual crypt lumen together with its surrounding mucin-containing goblet cells. Results show that the crypt lumen appears to be tapershaped, and its diameter decreases with an increasing imaging depth. Fig. 4 (e) presents a representative cross-sectional histology of a single crypt lumen together with the goblet cells and lamina propria around. Both en face and 3-D images correspond well to the histology images. For more detailed tissue structural information of the colon tissue in cross-sectional or en face view, see the supplementary video documents.
In Vivo Imaging in Rat Colon
To test if the above-mentioned cellular-level microstructures can also be visualized in vivo, we conducted imaging in colon tissues of the anesthetized rats in vivo. The colon was opened longitudinally and flushed with PBS solution three times. Cross-sectional images were acquired for 5-10 seconds from the luminal side. The system data acquisition speed was set to be 61, 440 A-lines/s, i.e., 60 fps, and all acquired data were processed offline at a speed reaching up to 15 fps using multi-thread programming. Each cross-sectional image consists of 1024 Â 767 pixels, covering an imaging area of 872 mðWÞ Â 610 mðDÞ. As can be seen, the crypt lumen delineation along the axial direction in the tissue could be clearly identified, and the goblet cells that were around the crypt lumens could also be identified as low scattering structures. The appearance of those goblet cells again was because of the transparent mucins contained in the cells. More identifications for both crypt lumen and goblet cell structures could be observed in the video provided in the supplementary documents.
Discussion and Conclusion
In this study, we evaluated OCT for cellular resolution imaging of cellular-level structures in rat colon both ex vivo and in vivo. The system achieves a resolution of 2.0 m in both lateral and axial directions, and its imaging rate reaches up to 60 frames/s for in vivo imaging. Both cross-sectional and 3-D images of the colon mucosa were acquired and compared to the histology. Imaging results showed that detailed tissue microstructures could be clearly identified and comparable to those in histology. Specifically, the cross-sectional images give a clear view of the layered morphological microstructures, which, thus, help facilitate early disease diagnoses, while the high scanning speed helps acquire images fast and, therefore, reduces the influences of motion artifacts to image qualities. The main purpose of this study was to assess the image quality that could be expected from endoscopic imaging, as well as to lay a preliminary foundation for our future in vivo endoscopic studies.
A major factor, however, currently limiting the application of OCT for in vivo imaging was the lack of flexible endoscopic fiber probe, since various factors have to be taken into account in the optics integration and miniaturization process [27] , [28] . Specifically, to achieve a high lateral resolution down to 1-2 m, the short depth of focus will be a key factor limiting the system performance, and makes the tissue's area of interests (AOIs) cannot be fully covered. To solve such an issue for in vivo endoscopic imaging, a candidate choice would be the tethered capsule probe design [29] , as it touches the tissue surface closely when traveling through the gastrointestinal tract, which thus helps extend the effective depth range. Another issue was the limited system scanning speed and software processing speed to obtain 3-D volumetric tissue images. The limited scanning speed makes in vivo imaging prone to motion artifacts. Future development of OCT for in vivo study will be improving the data acquisition and image processing speed. Obtaining higher imaging depth while maintaining high resolutions is another important topic for endoscopic studies.
In conclusion, we evaluated the feasibility of detecting crypts and goblet cells in rat colon using OCT. This is also the first demonstration of utilizing SD-OCT as tool for cellular-level microstructures imaging in intestinal mucosa ex vivo and in vivo. Ex vivo imaging results showed that OCT is able to clearly visualize these important anatomic structures, which are confirmed by the corresponding histology images. We also showed that such cellular-level information can be captured in vivo in real-time. This study proves that OCT system could be a powerful tool to perform "optical biopsy" in intestinal tracts, which thus justifies future development of transendoscopic OCT probes for cellular-resolution imaging.
